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BOX 1 (054011)

BOX 2 (054012)
New Directions
CAMA, 2007
Newspaper Clippings, 1990-1992
Harmonic Choir
Tchevepnin, 2003-2004
To-Do, NMC
MAAAA Grant Proposal
Picnic for Elizabeth Gentry Sayad, 1986
By Laws
Board Lists
Minutes
Khaduraho
Michael Hunt
Income and expenses
New Music Circle
Entertainment Coupon
Annual Picnic
Sheldon
Publicity
BMI
1987-1988 Season
Pure Halloween Potential
Phoenix Rising
Dean Minderman
SEESAW Drumming
Mark Deutsch

BOX 3 (054013)
1960s-1980s

BOX 4 (054014)
Grants, NBA; MAAA; MAC; RAC; A&E, 1993-2008

BOX 5 (054041)
Programs and PR, 1987-1993
(1993 covers events from 9/1/1993-8/31/94)
Benefit Invitations, 1980-2009
Events History Compilations, 1960-2009

BOX 6 (054090)
NBA, MAAA, MAC, RAC, A&E, 1983-1993

BOX 7 (054091)
Performances on CD and DAT

BOX 8 (054092)
Performances on CD and DAT

BOX 9 (054107)
Flo's Benefit concert poster Mixed Bag concert poster Catalytic Celebration folder Bylaws and Correspondence, 1964 Performance posters Performances on CD and DAT